Abstract. We provide theoretical and algorithmic tools for nding new features which enable better classi cation of new cases. Such features are proposed to be searched for as linear combinations of continuously valued conditions. Regardless of the choice of classi cation algorithm itself, such an approach provides the compression of information concerning dependencies between conditional and decision features. Presented results show that properly derived combinations of attributes, treated as new elements of the conditions' set, may signi cantly improve the performance of well known classi cation algorithms, such as k-NN and rough set based approaches.
Introduction
Classi cation is the problem of forecasting the decision for new cases, basing on their conditional features, by comparison with already known instances. An exemplar classi cation technique is the nearest neighborhood approach 3]. Given some arbitrarily xed distance measure , de ned over the Cartesian product of conditional features treated as real valued dimensions, we can nd for a new example k -nearest known cases u 1 ; :::; u k and classify it as belonging to the same decision class as that most supported by them. The e ciency of this approach depends obviously on the choice of distance type and the choice of conditions over which we de ne . Namely, it turns out that sometimes it is even better to consider smaller subset of conditions, to obtain better classi cation results (see e.g. 1]).
Appropriate selection of conditions is the very important task with respect to practical applications, where it is more e ective to base on smaller (or easier to be analyzed) groups of features. In the above k-NN approach such a selection is concerned just in view of the classi cation performance. There are, however, approaches where it is regarded as the main paradigm, enabling to focus not on the classi cation only, but also on the representation of the dependencies between conditions and decisions. One of them is the decision rules based method, developed within rough sets theory (see Section 2 for details and, e.g., 5] for further references). Although designed originally for discrete data, it can be applied to continuous conditions as well, by using discretization (see e.g. 4]) or tolerance based techniques (see e.g. 7]), where by considering decision rules built with respect to similarity classes of -almost -same objects, for a distance measure and a similarity coe cient , we can obtain classi cation procedures with eciency comparable to k-NN, having, however, more possibilities to express what actually happens in data.
It is worth noting that mentioned approaches are based not only on proper usage of already given conditional attributes but try to search for completely new means of expression. In fact, one may claim that the choice of in k-NN actually de nes new dimension for expressing the impact on decision in a better way. Also in the rough set based approach, discretization techniques themselves can involve hyperplanes (see Section 3 for their correspondence to the task of this work) into descriptors of decision rules or trees. Obviously, it depends on interpretation whether we treat the above examples as producing just classi ers proper for particular techniques or new attributes themselves. In this paper we propose alternative, very simple and intuitive way of automatic extraction of new features from data, as linear combinations of conditions which keep the original meaning of continuously valued attributes for sure. Foundations for searching for such combinations are strictly correlated to the task of classi cation and decision representation improvement.
Presented algorithms optimize quality measures which have strong theoretical background in the above mentioned hyperplane-based approach (as devoted to linear combinations itself) and indiscernibility characteristics being one of the most expressive tools of classical rough sets theory 6]. Resulting new conditions are possible to be applied not only to rough set based methods. They provide an intelligent preprocessing of data information rather than nal classi cation system, what can be concluded from experiments described in Sections 4 and 5.
Rough Set Foundations
The main paradigm of rough sets theory 5] states that a universe of known objects is assumed to be the only source of knowledge used for classi cation of cases outside the sample. In applications, reasoning is usually stated as a classi cation problem, concerning distinguished decision attribute to predict under given conditions. By a decision table we understand a triple A = (U; A; d), where each attribute a 2 A fdg is a function a : U ! V a from the universe U of objects into the set of all possible values on a. Classi cation of new objects outside U with respect to their membership to decision classes is performed by analogy with elements of U. In case of symbolic conditional attributes, we consider indiscernibility relation IND (A) = f(u 1 ; u 2 ) 2 U U : Inf A (u 1 ) = Inf A (u 2 )g. Information function Inf A (u) = ? a 1 (u) ; ::; a jAj (u) yields a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of IND (A) 
Hyperplanes and Linear Combinations
One of rough set based approaches to continuously valued conditions involves so called discretization 4]. Here, we would like to focus on a special technique for decision trees generation, basing on so called hyperplane cuts. In binary decision tree representation, the root is supported by the whole universe. Then, to each node we attach two sub-nodes, corresponding to its objects satisfying additionally inequalities h (u) c and h (u) < c, respectively. Formula h (u) = h 1 a 1 (u) + ::: + h n a n (u) can be treated as describing a new continuously valued feature being linear combination of attributes a 1 ; :::; a n . From this point of view, c 2 (min (h) ; max (h)], for min (h) = min u2U h (u) ; max (h) = max u2U h (u) is a real cut generating two-interval discretization over h = h 1 a 1 + ::: + h n a n .
The main aim of algorithms searching for decision trees with such hyperplane based cuts is to provide possibly best discernibility between decision classes with respect to membership to particular nodes. The fundamental discernibility measure evaluating pairs of linear combinations and their cuts is the following: h ((c h;i ; c h;i+1 ]) = fu 2 U : c h;i < h (u) c h;i+1 g Intuitively, the number k (h) corresponds to potential di culty of handling decision rules based on h after discretization. Such coe cient, however, does not enable to search for proper combinations as optimization factor, because it abandons too much information. In our experiments we decided to consider the following measure:
Searching for combinations h which maximize the above formula for Q 2 (h) corresponds, actually, to searching for new features which discern minimal number of pairs of objects from di erent decision classes, after necessary discretization.
Algorithmic Foundations
The problem of nding optimal linear combinations of attributes can be divided into two stages: determining which attributes the combination should be concerned with, and determining the proper coe cients of linear combination. In our experiments we solve the rst problem by choosing k attributes randomly and nding their optimal linear combination. Quality of particular combinations can be expressed by di erent modi cations of formulas Q 1 and Q 2 . Experiments presented in the next subsection were performed for original Q 1 and Q 2 modi ed as follows, to improve results and take the best from both distance and discernibility based intuitions:
Given a quality measure, we repeat this algorithm several (20 in our experiments) times and get the best linear combination found. The factor in brackets in formula for Q mod is xed, concerned with the minimal di erence of h values between any two objects from di erent decision classes, which we should maximize. In fact, it was tuned to obtain possibly best classi cation performance, with respect to the search procedure described below.
Our task is to create an optimal (in a sense of quality measure) linear combination of the k selected attributes. We used an algorithm based on evolution strategies (see e. Then, the newly created data sets were analyzed using two data mining methods: k-NN (for k from 1 to 10; distances on all dimensions was normalized) and a rough set based analyzer using local reducts (see 9] for details). Table 1 presents results of classi cation of test tables of the databases extended by new attributes as well as containing only these new ones. In the case of local reducts based method there is a number of decision rules presented in the last column. Results show that in case of both k-NN and rough sets based method a table extended with four additional attributes can be analyzed more accurately. Moreover, even if only four additional attributes was taken into account, a classication can be done with a pretty good e ciency (e.g. 70.8% of correct answers in case of letter recognition { this is good result if one take into account that there is 26 possible answers). Note that in these cases we have 4 attributes instead of 36 or 16 { this is a signi cant compression of information.
The best results obtained in case of both sat image and letter recognition database are better than the best results reported in 3]. However, the result on sat image is worse than one obtained using k-NN on feature subsets (91.5%, see 1]). The computation time on sat image (calculation of the best set of four linear combinations): 64 min (Q 1 ), 31 min (Q mod ), on letter recognition: 3 h (Q 1 ), 2 h 40 min (Q mod ). Calculations was performed on Pentium 200 MHz machine.
Conclusions
We provided theoretical and algorithmic framework for nding new features which potentially enable better classi cation. They were proposed to be searched for as linear combinations of already known continuously valued conditions. Quality measures for optimization of such combinations were shown to have strong intuition based on rough sets theory. Their tuning resulted with interesting experimental outcome, concerning classi cation task itself as well as representation of dependencies within data.
